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"The arena of credit scoring and credit monitoring is one
rife with contradictions. Consumers overwhelmingly

recognize the importance of building and maintaining
good credit, and while most make a regular habit of

checking their scores, many US consumers admit they
never do. Despite myriad systemic issues, average

consumer credit scores are, on the whole, improving."
- Chris Shadle, Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Two thirds of consumers check their credit score more than once per year
• More than a quarter of consumers have disputed an error on their credit report
• Almost half of consumers fear their credit will be impacted by identity theft
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Two-thirds of consumers check their credit score more than once per year
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Figure 25: Interest in paying for a credit report, by gender, May 2018
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More than a quarter of consumers have disputed an error on their credit report
Figure 27: Interest in credit services, May 2018

Young consumers more likely to use credit-building products
Figure 28: Interest in credit-building product, by age, May 2018

Figure 29: Capital One email campaign, February 2016

Men are more likely to check multiple credit bureaus
Figure 30: Credit monitoring habits, by gender, May 2018

Consumers with incomes of $50K-75K more are more proactive
Figure 31: Credit monitoring habits, by household income, May 2018

More than 1 in 10 consumers have actively avoided checking their score
Figure 32: Credit monitoring habits, by age, May 2018

Consumers with lower credit are more likely to use third-party sites
Figure 33: Credit monitoring habits, by self-reported credit score, May 2018

Older consumers are more likely to say they receive credit score updates from their card issuers
Figure 34: Credit monitoring habits, by age, May 2018

Most consumers say their scores remained the same or improved a little
Figure 35: Credit score change in past year, May 2018

Male and Hispanic consumers more likely to report credit score improvement
Figure 36: Credit score change in past year, by gender May 2018

Figure 37: Credit score change in past year, by Hispanic origin, May 2018

Most consumers believe their credit score is the main predictor of obtaining credit
Figure 38: Knowledge of credit score use, May 2018
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Most consumers want to improve their credit score
Figure 39: Attitudes toward improving credit scores, May 2018

Almost half of consumers fear identity theft will impact their credit
Figure 40: Concerns about identity theft, May 2018
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Consumers feel bad credit scores are hard to rectify
Figure 44: Attitudes toward credit scores, May 2018
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